W.I.A.A. GIRLS TEAM TENNIS  
Oct. 19-20, 2012

DIVISION 1 - QUARTER FINALS

Green Bay Southwest 5 Badger 2

Singles
Flight 1 - Cricket Gelderman (11) Ba def Anneliese Zak (10) GBSW 6-2, 6-2,
Flight 2 - Lily Fisher (12) Ba def Julia Daane (10) GBSW 6-2, 6-2,
Flight 3 - Noel Peck (12) GBSW def Shannan Lojeske (9) Ba 6-2, 6-0,
Flight 4 - Kathryn Mason (10) GBSW def Victoria Bouras (11) Ba 6-1, 6-3,

Doubles
Flight 1 - Justine Daane (11)/Samantha Pederson (11) GBSW def
Joanie Williams (10)/Andrea Chironis (10) Ba 6-1, 6-2,
Flight 2 - Lauren Genske (11)/Lauren Vivian (11) GBSW def
Gillian Suhre (11)/Emilly Bakken (11) Ba 6-1, 6-2,
Flight 3 - Angie Ciano (11)/Ashley Schneider (11) GBSW def
Kaleigh Maclay (12)/Samantha Smith (12) Ba 6-2, 6-0,